Helena Hernmarck and Mary Hunt Kahlenberg:
making tapestry and collecting Indonesian textiles
Based on an interview with Helena Hernmarck on March 15, 2022,
transcribed by Mae Colburn and edited by Christopher Buckley

Editor’s note: Helena Hernmarck is a tapestry artist who was born in Sweden and is active on the East
Coast of the United States. Many of her signature pieces are based on photographic originals. She was
a good friend of the late Mary Kahlenberg, a well-known dealer and pioneer in the field of Indonesian
textiles, who passed away in 2011.
Helena recently donated her collection of Indonesian textiles to Tracing Patterns Foundation. Many of
these textiles which were sourced by Mary Kahlenberg in the early days of her collecting ‘in the field’.
This article, consisting of Helena’s recollections, is illustrated with Helena’s photographs and some of her
textiles. www.hernmarck.com

“I met Mary in 1972. I was with my second husband, Michael Maconochie, and we were driving
around the United States for me to visit architectural offices so I could present my tapestries. We got
to L.A. and stayed with Michael’s old friend, Peter
Asher. Now, the interesting thing about Peter Asher
was that his sister was Paul McCartney’s early girlfriend. Michael had known these people, and so
it was very friendly. It all seemed very glamorous
to me. I had not had reason to meet these sorts of
people before, but we went to listen to Linda Ronstadt sing and it was really quite charming. I must
have had an appointment to see Mary because she
was running the textile department at LACMA. I

remember the introduction came through a woman named Betsy Doster.
Mary took a great interest in my work and said she
would give me a show, mostly on the strength of
the fact that I had had a show the year before at
the Museum of Modern Art. The MoMA show was
another very fortunate happenstance that came out
of my search for architects. I had gotten to know
Philip Johnson, and he was thrilled by the tapestry
I had done for Weyerheauser [Rainforest, 1971, fig
2]. He sent me straight over to Arther Drexler at
MoMA and Arther Drexler got excited, and decided that he liked what I was doing.

Above: palepai (ceremonial ship cloth, displayed at weddings and special occasions), Lampung region of Sumatra, Indonesia.
19th century). Cotton yarns and metallic yarns. Gift of Helena Hernmarck to Tracing Patterns Foundation.
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‘Rainforest’ tapestry by Helena Hernmarck, 1971.

Thanks to the MoMA show, which was an eye
opener for most people, including me, Mary became interested in my work and offered me the
exhibition. It was going to be a bigger show, and
it started in the fall of 1974. Mary and I struck up
a terrific friendship from the beginning. That was
really something. She was going through a divorce
at the time, there was a lot going on in her life,
and it was fun to visit her. I was living in England
at the time, in Clenston Manor in Dorset, but my
assistant Molly Fletcher was carrying on with the

weaving in my absence so I could stay on a little
longer during the exhibition. I wanted to hang
around the show and see people’s reactions and
so on. I had twelve good tapestries hung in that
space. That’s how our friendship started.
At that time, Mary was beginning to focus on what
was collectible. She had done the beautiful book
and show about Navajo blankets. The book was
Walk in Beauty, and it was a big success. But she
decided to find an area where the textiles weren’t
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Helena Hernmarck’s tapestries at LACMA, 1974-75
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Above left: Helena and Mary at LACMA opening, 1974. Right: Helena’s tapestries on display at LACMA.

quite so ‘discovered’ already, so she decided
to delve into Indonesian textiles. It was a less
worked-on area that needed attention. She would
go on trips. I never went with her, but she would
paddle up rivers throughout Indonesia. There were
Americans who lived in Indonesia at that time who
were sort-of-hippies and who lived a bohemian
life, and they knew the Indigenous populations,
and they presumably helped with translation.
Mary had done several of these trips when she
came to New York to visit me and Niels Diffrient,
an industrial designer who I had married in 1976.
We were living in a loft in SoHo and she said to
us, ‘would you like to invest in my explorations?’
And we said, ‘what do you mean?’ Eventually we
agreed that we would give her 20 thousand dollars
and she would go on a special trip to Indonesia to
buy textiles with that money. So she did, and she
returned with the textiles and said, ‘now we put

the textiles away for three years in storage.’ In three
years, she thought, the interest would increase in
Indonesian textiles and she would be able to sell a
few of the pieces to make good on our investment.
That’s exactly what happened. She sold two ship
cloths (palepai, see illustration at top of page 1).
She came back with 35 textiles, I think it was,
and then we split them by drawing lots, one after
the other. That formed my original collection, but
after a while I thought it would be interesting to
exchange a few pieces. I especially liked the puas
because they were woven. The batiks, I was less
enthralled by, so I would give her a batik textile
and she would give me another pua. That went on
for a while, so the collection now is not exactly
what we originally had, but it’s pretty close.
We continued meeting regularly after Niels and I
moved to Ridgefield, Connecticut. As Mary’s ca4

Tampan, ceremonial cloth, Lampung region of Sumatra, Indonesia. 19th century. Cotton supplementary weft
on cotton warp and weft. Gift of Helena Hernmarck to Tracing Patterns Foundation.

reer developed she gained some wealthy clients in
the area who bought textiles from her for hundreds
of thousands of dollars. That brought us together
regularly and we often sat around this very table
and had dinner when she was staying here.
She got married in my studio (photo, next page).
She and Rob Coffland had two weddings, one
here and one in France. The one here was the one
‘for the record’, then they went to France and had
an even grander wedding. Our studio was brand
new in 1982 and it was almost the first event that

happened here. We had 20 guests and I set up the
little loom with a warp and all the wedding guests
had to weave a little bit on the warp and that became Mary’s wedding gift from all of us.
In the early 2000s Mary got cancer. She fought the
cancer for six years. Her book, Five Centuries of
Indonesian Textiles, was published while she was
going through treatment. She had one doctor in
L.A., one doctor in Houston, another one in Santa
Fe. It was an ordeal, but she got the book finished
before she passed away. That turned out to be Fall
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Mary Kahlenberg and Rob Coffland at their wedding in 1982. Photo supplied by Helena
Hernmarck, who is on the right.

of 2011, when we had two huge storms here in
Connecticut and our longest power outage ever. It
was 9 days, and we had a generator, but of course
the generator didn’t light up the studio or most of
the rooms. So, during those 9 days I took the opportunity to go through and photograph my entire
textile collection. I have an upstairs hall with big
windows on both sides, so I had lots of light and
I got hold of a ladder and a white sheet and laid
everything out and took a picture of each one
and made a proper label. That’s how those 9 days
passed. It’s sad, or odd, to think that Mary had in
fact died a few days before that happened. This
gave me a chance to really hang out with her, so to
speak. This meant a lot to me.
Now it’s a matter of downsizing. I have a huge
space, big house and a big studio here in Ridgefield and I’m going to squeeze it all into a tiny
apartment in New York City with a rental space as

a studio. At 80 years old I think it’s not inappropriate to go through everything and make sure it ends
up in good places. I have many Swedish things
here, too, that my family in Sweden wants. Then
I have all of my tapestries, and then all of Niels’
archives here, too. He passed in 2013, so that’s
been worked on by his former assistant, to get his
archive in a condition to be given away. Most of it
will go to at the University of Minnesota’s Northwest Architectural Archives, where part of my
archive went in 2008.
I started working on my archives thinking of my
father, who was a curator of decorative arts at the
National Museum in Stockholm with a specialty
in European silver. I’ve always been very aware of
the importance of archives and the fact that scholars need them to be able to keep working. Here in
America, the museums are not supported by the
state like they are in Sweden, so here everyone
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Above left: sungkit textile with naga design, Iban people, Borneo. Supplementary weft wrapping. Above right: detail. Gift of
Helena Hernmarck to Tracing Patterns Foundation.

has to contribute to keep it rolling. Mary certainly
contributed through her scholarship on Indonesian
textiles. She was so brave I thought, and she was
an adventuresome person. She was extraordinary,
an inspiration. I think she would be happy to know
that I’m handing the collection over to an organization that will use it for teaching and scholarship,
and eventually return some of it to Indonesia.

To end this, I have one more story. I gave a talk in
Australia in 1988 and to my astonishment there
were women there from Indonesia who had collected pictures of my work. I was just floored because here was I collecting Indonesian textiles and
then I meet people who have been observing what
I do from the same distance. That was an interesting feeling to have.”
Helena Hernmarck.
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